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Growing evidene indiates that in the ontinuum limit the rooted staggered ation is in
the orret QCD universality lass, the non-loal terms arising from taste breaking an be
viewed as lattie artifats. In this paper we onsider the 2avor Asqtad staggered ation
at lattie spaing a≈0.13 fm and probe the properties of the staggered ongurations by an
overlap valene Dira operator. By omparing the distribution of the overlap eigenmodes
to ontinuum QCD preditions we investigate if/when the lattie artifats are small as a
funtion of the staggered quark mass. We dene a mathing overlap quark mass where
the lattie orretions are minimal for the topologial suseptibility and from the eigenmode
distribution we predit the 2avor hiral ondensate. Our results indiate that the staggered
ongurations are onsistent with 2avor ontinuum QCD up to small lattie artifats, and
predit a onsistent value for the innite volume hiral ondensate.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of improved ations, inreasing dediated omputing power, and large sale
ollaborative eorts, lattie QCD alulations beame mainstream, the numerial preditions are
often omparable or better than other theoretial alulations. Most of the reent high preision
results were obtained using staggered fermions. The 2+1 avor Asqtad ongurations reated by
the MILC/SiDa ollaboration are publily available and have been used both with staggered
valene quarks and also in mixed ation simulations with overlap or domain wall fermions.
Staggered fermions are omputationally advantageous but the staggered ation desribes four
fermioni avors. In order to simulate 2+1 avor QCD the 4th root of the fermioni determinant is
taken in the Boltzmann weight. This proedure, usually referred to as rooting, leads to a non-loal
fermioni ation that might not be in the expeted 1avor QCD universality lass. Non-loality
does not neessarily mean that the ation is inorret. If the non-loal terms are irrelevant, i.e.
sale away with the lattie spaing, the staggered ation has the orret ontinuum limit, but this
is not automati and annot be proven by usual renormalizability arguments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. In
Ref. [6℄ Shamir has developed a framework, based on renormalization group onsiderations, that
shows how the non-loal terms of the rooted staggered ation an beome irrelevant. The proof
relies on several assumptions, and while those assumptions are quite plausible, their validity has to
be heked.
One possibility to support the arguments of Ref. [6℄ and the validity of the rooted staggered
ation is to numerially verify that the non-loal terms beome irrelevant in the ontinuum limit.
In a previous work [7, 8℄ we arried out suh a study for the 2dimensional Shwinger model. We
ompared the determinant of the staggered lattie ation to the determinant of a hiral overlap
ation with the same avor number on staggered onguration ensembles. We showed that the
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2dierene between the lattie formulations, both loal lattie artifats and non-loal terms, sale
away with at least O(a2) and the ontinuum limit an be approahed with any physial quark mass,
even with massless quarks. The result implies that the non-loal terms of the rooted ation an be
onsidered lattie artifats when the taste breaking terms of the staggered ation are not too large.
In this paper we develop the tehniques neessary to arry out a similar study in 4dimensional
QCD. Our approah is dierent from Ref. [7℄ as the high preision evaluation of the fermioni
determinant is not feasible in 4 dimensions. Rather we develop a more general method that an be
applied to any mixed ation simulation.
Mixed ation simulations beame popular in reent years as they ombine the simulation ad-
vantages of a simple sea quark ation with the exat or near exat hiral symmetry of overlap or
domain wall valene quarks. The prie to pay, in addition to an internal inonsisteny (unitarity
violation), is the ompliation in the analysis. One option is to derive and use partially quenhed
mixed ation hiral perturbative formulae. For staggered sea quarks this approah is partiularly
umbersome (although it an be very eetive) as the taste breaking terms of the staggered ation
require the introdution of dozens of parameters in the hiral Lagrangian. It is no longer possible to
make physial preditions from individual onguration ensembles, at the end all data enters into
the hiral tter that predits hirally extrapolated ontinuum quantities. Another possibility is to
math the parameters of the valene and sea quark ations as well as possible and deal with any
remaining dierene as part of the lattie artifats. Sine the lattie ation is haraterized by only
a few parameters, namely the lattie spaing and the quark masses, this mathing is fairly simple. If
both the sea and valene ations have small lattie artifats, their dierene after mathing should
also be small. This latter approah is useful if the hiral perturbative formulae do not exist or the
numerial data does not allow the tting of all the parameters, or if one desires more insight into
the physis ontained in a partiular set of gauge ongurations.
The eetiveness of the latter approah was illustrated in Ref. [7℄ and while there our main
objetive was to investigate the validity of the rooting proedure for staggered quarks, we also
showed that, at least within the 2dimensional Shwinger model, mixed ation simulations with
overlap valane quarks on both 2avor (unrooted) and 1avor (rooted) staggered sea quark
ongurations reprodue the full dynamial overlap ation results if the overlap mass is tuned
appropriately. We illustrated this both for the mass dependene of the topologial suseptibility
and the (massive) salar ondensate [8℄.
In this work we report our rst results along the same lines in 4dimensional 2avor QCD. Our
strategy is simple: we investigate to what extent ongurations generated with rooted staggered
fermions desribe ontinuum QCD. The deviation haraterizes both loal and non-loal lattie
artifats. If these terms are irrelevant in the ontinuum limit, they should sale away as the lattie
spaing is dereased at xed physial quark mass. We do not yet have numerial data to investigate
the ontinuum limit, in this work we onentrate on the mass dependene at xed lattie spaing.
We show that ongurations generated with 2avor staggered quarks at a single lattie spaing
but at four dierent quark masses are onsistent with 2avor QCD ongurations, at least for
the three heavier masses. We also show how the topologial harge distributions an be used to
determine the best overlap valene mathing masses and that with these mass values the data sets
predit a onsistent value for the hiral ondensate of 2avor QCD.
In Set. II we desribe our strategy and summarize our numerial setup. The t of the eigenvalue
distributions of the Dira operator to random matrix theory preditions is disussed in Set. III,
and Set. IV desribes the topologial harge distribution. Finally, in Set. V we ombine the
3previous results to obtain a predition for the hiral ondensate. In this setion we also disuss the
dependene of the mathing valene quark mass on the staggered sea mass.
II. STRATEGY AND SIMULATION SETUP
We generated onguration sets with the rooted staggered ation at xed lattie spaing and at
several quark mass values and ask two very basi questions:
1. Are the staggered onguration sets onsistent with nf = 2 ontinuum QCD, up to small
lattie artifats?
2. What is the mathing valene overlap quark mass that best desribes the staggered ongu-
rations?
To investigate the rst question one has to onsider observables that are sensitive to the vauum
and do not depend strongly on the valene quark mass. Spetral quantities are not appropriate,
but the low lying infrared eigenmodes of the massless valene Dira operator are a good hoie.
Another quantity, whih we will onsider, is the topologial harge of the ongurations.
The answer to the seond question is not unique. In fat any reasonable hoie (i.e. one that
approahes the ontinuum xed point similarly to the staggered sea quark mass) will work in the
ontinuum limit. However at nite lattie spaing a wise hoie of the mathing valene mass ould
signiantly redue lattie artifats. As it turns out the eigenmodes of the massless Dira operator
are not very sensitive to the sea quark mass but we will be able to use the topologial harge
distribution to x the mathing valene quark mass.
In our alulation we use an overlap valene quark ation, based on an improved Wilson ation
kernel (planar ation) with HYP smeared links [9℄. This is the same ation that was used by
DeGrand in previous studies [10, 11℄.
Our sea quark ation is the 2avor Asqtad staggered ation [12, 13, 14℄. We have generated four
onguration sets, eah onsisting of 400-500 124 latties at a lattie spaing of about a = 0.13 fm.
We have used the Refreshed Moleular Dynamis algorithm from the publily available MILC ode
[30℄ and hose the step size aording to Ref. [13℄. The details of the sets are summarized in Table
I. The β = 7.2, amst = 0.02 (M) set orresponds to the MILC single 2avor run.
The lattie spaing is obtained from the hadroni length sale r0 [15, 16℄, whih we measured
on 123 × 16 ongurations. The values of r0/a are listed in Table I together with the simulation
parameters. We also quote the level of taste breaking, the ratios of the heaviest and lightest
pion masses, approximated from orresponding 2+1 avor results [13℄. The last olumn lists the
separation of the ongurations in terms of unit length moleular dynamis trajetories. These
numbers were hosen to reet the autoorrelation time of the topologial harge.
We were surprised to nd that the heavier mass data sets had larger autoorrelation times as
shown in Fig. 1. We will disuss this problem further at the end of Set. IV.
III. EIGENVALUES OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR AND RANDOM MATRIX THEORY
Random matrix theory (RMT) aptures the universal hiral properties of QCD and predits the
distribution of the physial (infrared) eigenvalues of the massless Dira operator in the ǫregime
4Set β amst r0/a Taste breaking Time separation
L 7.18 0.01 3.84(6) 60% 5
M 7.20 0.02 3.82(3) 34% 5
H 7.22 0.03 3.60(4) 24% 10
E 7.24 0.04 3.64(3) 18% 15
Table I: Parameters of the nf = 2 staggered bakground ongurations. The taste breaking levels are
approximated from orresponding 2+1 avor runs exept for the M set where 2avor spetrosopy data
exists. The moleular dynamis time separations between the ongurations reet the autoorrelation of
the topologial harge.
[17℄. The preditions are given in xed topologial setor ν and depend on the low energy onstant
Σ, the innite volume hiral ondensate. The distribution of the (mirosopially resaled) nth
eigenmode λΣV is given as
Pν,n(λΣV ) = Λν,n(mΣV ;nf ) , (1)
where m is the sea quark mass and V is the volume of the ongurations. Λν,n is an nf dependent
universal funtion of the variable M = mΣV . While Λν,n an in priniple be obtained diretly from
random matries, analytial forms also exist and are more onvenient for evaluating the distribution
of the lower modes [18, 19℄. While the universal preditions of RMT hold stritly only in the ǫ
regime and in innite volume, in pratie the validity of random matrix theory seems to extend
signiantly further [20, 21℄.
Sine the eigenvalues λν,n refer to the massless Dira operator, the quark mass dependene enters
only through the sea quarks. In dynamial simulations, where the same hiral ation is used both
for the sea and valene setors, m in Eq.(1) is known and the eigenvalue distribution an be used to
predit the hiral ondensate Σ [22, 23℄. In our ase m is an overlap quark mass that orresponds
to the bakground ongurations that were generated by staggered quarks, i.e. m is the mathing
quark mass as desribed in Set. II. The value of m is not known a priori and therefore in our
ase Pν,n(λ) depends on two variables, M and Σ. We t the measured eigenvalue distribution
to random matrix theory at xed M and predit the hiral ondensate Σ(M). The systemati
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Figure 1: Integrated autoorrelation time of the topologial harge vs. staggered quark mass.
5deviation of the data from the RMT predition of Eq.(1) haraterizes the lattie artifats, both
from disretization errors and from the non-loality of the ation. This deviation is the measure of
onsisteny between the lattie ation and ontinuum QCD and replaes the residue used in Ref. [7℄
for the same purpose. If the rooting proedure is orret, it should sale to zero as the ontinuum
limit is approahed at xed physial (mathing) quark mass, assuming the simulations are done in
the region where the RMT preditions are valid.
It is ustomary to t the integrated or umulative eigenvalue distribution, whih avoids the bin-
ning of the data. The most frequently used t is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test that minimizes
D2max, the maximal deviation between the measured and the predited umulative distributions
[22, 23, 24℄.
An advantage of the KS test is that there is an expliit and simple form for the ondene level
of the t that gives the probability that the measured distribution is onsistent with the analytial
one. This so alled quality fator
QKS(d) = 2
∞∑
j=1
(−1)j+1e−2j2d2 ,
d = (
√
N + 0.12 + 0.11/
√
N)Dmax (2)
depends on Dmax and N , the number of ongurations in the sample. For our data sets the quality
fator is well approximated by the rst term in the sum,
logQKS ≈ log 2− 2ND2max . (3)
The KS t maximizes the quality fator QKS or the produt of quality fators if more than one
distribution is used. However, QKS will go to zero exponentially with inreasing statistis if the
measured distribution is not exatly desribed by the analyti form. In any lattie alulation there
are lattie artifats and nite volume eets, so the analyti form is never exatly reprodued, the
quality fator vanishes as the numerial statistis inreases. Quality fators quoted in this situation
are rather meaningless, unless one uses it to ompare simulations with idential statistis. On the
other hand Dmax has a nite limit as the statistis inreases and desribes the systemati deviation
of the numerial and analytial values. In the following we t our data by maximizing the quality
fator (or produts of quality fators) aording to the KS test but desribe the goodness of the t
by the value Dmax itself.
The random matrix theory predits the distribution of the universal, infrared eigenmodes. A
rough estimate for the number of suh modes omes from the expeted number of instantons
on eah ongurations. Sine our volume is about 6 fm
4, we expet on average 6 instantons per
ongurations. That implies that only the rst 1-2 modes in the ν = 0−2 setors an be expeted to
be infrared dominated. Somewhat arbitrarily we have deided to t the rst modes in the ν = 0 and
1 setors. Figure 2 shows some typial ts of the umulative distribution for the M (amst = 0.02)
data set. The left panel orresponds to the ν = 0, the right panel to the ν = 1 setor. The rst
modes of the ν = 0 and 1 topologial setors are inluded in the t. In addition to the two tted
modes we also show the non-tted seond modes in the same topologial setors. Dmax is almost
a fator of two smaller for the n = 1, ν = 1 mode, but not signiantly worse for the non-tted
modes than for the tted n = 1, ν = 0 mode.
In Fig.3 we plot the maximal deviations Dmax as a funtion of the RMT parameterM . Evidently
the quality of the t is not very sensitive to this parameter. While small values are disfavored 
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Figure 2: RMT preditions of the umulative distribution of the two lowest eigenmodes in the ν = 0 and 1
setors of theM (amst=0.02) data set at M=mΣV =13.5 (see below). The 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Dmax inreases by a fator of 2 if M . 4  larger values are almost equally probable. Contrary to
our original hopes the eigenmode distributions annot be used to dene a mathing mass, it denes
only a range of aeptable values. It is interesting to note that the same analysis on the dynamial
overlap data set of Ref. [23℄ shows a broad but denite minimum in Dmax around the atual sea
quark mass [31℄.
The result of the t is similar for the other three data sets. The upper panels of Figure 4
show Dmax for the tted modes, and the dependene on the staggered mass is obvious. Dmax is
signiantly lower at the heaviest E data set than for the lightest L one, with the intermediate mass
sets lying in between. This behavior is expeted sine at nite lattie spaing a smaller staggered
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in GeV as the funtion of M = mΣV for all four data sets.
mass leads to inreased taste symmetry breaking (Table I), it diers more from the avor symmetri
valene quark setor. With dereasing lattie spaing at xed physial quark mass this deviation
should derease and eventually vanish in the ontinuum limit.
At eah M = mΣV value the t predits ΣV/a. Using the values for r0/a from Table I this
an be onverted to physial units as shown on the lower panels of Fig. 4. The orresponding
am = M/(ΣV/a) overlap mass values are shown along the upper border of the gure. For those
onguration sets that are onsistent with ontinuum QCD the predited Σ values should be iden-
tial, independent of the sea quark mass. Unfortunately at this point we do not know the mathing
M values to predit Σ. However we an already exlude a simple linear m = Zmst relation with
Z = O(1). Suh a relation would require that the L and E data sets predit the same ondensate at
M values that are a fator of 4 dierent. That is obviously not onsistent with the data unless Z is
unreasonably large. In order to predit the hiral ondensate we have to nd an independent quan-
tity that an be used to x the mathing valene quark mass. The topologial harge distribution
is a possible hoie as we will disuss in Set. IV.
In Table II we list the number of ongurations we had in the ν = 0 and 1 topologial setors,
the Dmax values of the RMT t at spei M = mΣV values and the orresponding quality fators.
The hoie of these M parameters will be explained in Set. IV. Are these ts and orresponding
Dmax values reasonable? All our data have been obtained at a single lattie spaing so we annot
investigate the lattie spaing dependene. In order to develop a feel for the quality of the t we
looked at published data both for quenhed and dynamial simulations. In Ref. [24℄ the Dmax
values for the rst mode on physially slightly smaller 124 latties are 0.27 and 0.08 for ν = 0
8Set M = mΣV Σ1/3 / MeV am ν N Dmax QKS
L 12.7(2.0) 295.7(7.0) 0.083(4)(14) 0 89 0.157 0.022
1 144 0.130 0.014
M 13.5(2.8) 291.7(4.1) 0.090(3)(19) 0 103 0.121 0.092
1 172 0.080 0.217
H 16.9(1.9) 288.0(5.4) 0.098(4)(12) 0 87 0.123 0.132
1 178 0.081 0.181
E 22.6(4.3) 293.5(4.1) 0.127(4)(24) 0 85 0.071 0.768
1 193 0.058 0.022
Table II: Results of the RMT t to the lowest eigenmodes in the ν = 0, 1 setors. N is the number of
ongurations of eah data set, Dmax is the maximum deviation of the t and the quality fator QKS is
dened in Eq. (2). am is the mathing overlap mass where the rst error is due to the unertainty of Σ
only, while the seond one takes into aount both the errors of Σ and M . For the determination of M see
Set. IV.
and 1, respetively. This study used an improved but not smeared overlap operators on quenhed
latties with somewhat smaller lattie spaing than ours. In Ref. [23℄ the Dmax values of the rst
nonzero modes using the same tting strategy as ours are between 0.11 and 0.20. That study
used dynamial overlap ongurations with the same improved overlap operator we use here with
two levels of stout smeared links at a somewhat oarser lattie spaing. In view of these numbers
we an onlude that, as far as the Dira operator eigenmode distribution is onerned, the rooted
staggered ation ongurations do not show larger lattie artifats than the overlap ones. Even the
worst set with the lightest quark mass is omparable to the overlap data.
IV. TOPOLOGY
We have seen in Set. III that the low energy eigenmodes of the massless overlap Dira operator
are onsistent with ontinuum QCD as predited by RMT as long as the quantity M = mΣV is
larger than some minimal value. The RMT t however does not restrit m any further. A mathing
along the lines of Ref. [7℄, with the determinants approximated by a small number of infrared
modes, an in priniple be used to x the valene quark mass. While this method gives masses in
the expeted range, the result varies with the number of inluded modes (we measured 8 overlap
and 32 staggered eigenvalues). Unless more eigenmodes are available, this leads to unaeptably
large errors in the overlap mass. We therefore need to onsider another physial observable in order
to math m to the dynamial ongurations. Again, we want to use a quantity that is sensitive to
the vauum struture and not the valene quark setor, so we hose the topologial harge.
Sine we have suient statistis, over 400 approximately independent ongurations at eah
oupling value on not too large volumes (124 or about 6 fm4), we an study the topologial harge
distribution. Following the disussion of Refs. [17, 25, 26℄, we write the probability of enountering
a harge ±ν onguration in the dynamial ensemble as
Pν = Zν(mΣV )Qν(σ) . (4)
Here Qν is the quenhed probability of a harge ±ν onguration while Zν desribes the suppression
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Figure 5: The topologi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harge distribution for the M data set with t to Eq.(4).
due to the fermioni determinant. Based on simple probabilisti arguments Qν is expeted to be
a Gaussian distribution. Reent large sale simulations support this expetation in large volumes
[20℄. The data is onsistent with
Qν(σ) =
1√
2πσ2
e−ν
2/2σ2{1 +O(V −1)} , (5)
where σ2 = 〈ν2〉Q = V χQ is the expetation value of the harge squared in the quenhed theory.
The fermioni suppression fator has been alulated both within hiral perturbation theory and
the random matrix model [17, 25℄. For 2 avors it is
Zν = I
2
ν (M)− Iν−1(M)Iν+1(M) , (6)
where the Iν(M) are modied Bessel funtions. Thus the harge probability distribution Pν depends
on two variables, M = mΣV and σ. The latter an be determined from the quenhed topologial
suseptibility, so a one parameter t to the topologial harge distribution data predits M .
Figure 5 shows suh a t for the M onguration set using χQr
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0 = 0.072 from Ref. [20℄. The
t predits M = 13.5(2.8) with χ2/DoF = 0.65. The predited M values for the other data sets
are listed in Table II. While the quality of the t is very similar for the lightest L data set, for
heavier masses we enountered diulties in sampling the topologial harge distribution due to
long autoorrelation times. Even with inreased separation between onseutive ongurations the
harge distribution does not look Gaussian. Both in the H and E data set the ν = 0 setor is under-
represented. This probably implies that we still underestimate the autoorrelation time at the larger
quark masses. While the topologial harge value hanges from onguration to onguration and
overs both negative and positive values, we have observed systemati shifts from zero average
that persist over tens of ongurations. This possibly ould signal an oasional large topologial
objet that is destroyed only very slowly, but is aompanied by many frequently hanging smaller
objets. We are not sure if this is the onsequene of the inexat R algorithm or similar problems
would be enountered in exat moleular dynamis simulations as well. As an illustration Fig.
6 shows the distribution of the topologial harge on the E set that ontains 550 ongurations.
In this set we had 6 independent series with between 40 and 150 onseutive ongurations eah.
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Figure 6: Histograms of the topologial harge for the E data set, split up by independent series.
The ongurations were separated by 15 moleular dynamis trajetories. While some sets show a
reasonable distributions, others are obviously biased in one or the other diretion. The issue of the
autoorrelation time ertainly deserves further onsideration.
V. THE CHIRAL CONDENSATE AND MATCHING MASSES
With the M = mΣV values predited from the topologial harge distribution we are now able
to extrat the physial value of the hiral ondensate. Combining the M values with r0/a from
Table I we nd that all four onguration sets predit a onsistent value for the Σ ondensate, as
listed in Table II. The only sign that the light L set diers from the RMT predition more than
the other mass values is the larger error of the predited ondensate. The value we obtain,
Σ
1/3
lat
= 291(5)MeV (7)
is the lattie ondensate. To onnet it to a more onventional sheme, like MS at 2GeV, one needs
the orresponding renormalization fator Zs. Suh a fator should be alulated non-perturbatively
on the staggered ongurations with our spei valene Dira operator. We have not done this
alulation yet but similar ones exist. The same Dira operator was used on a quenhed data
set in [27℄, while a similar one with stout instead of HYP smearing on nf = 1 and 2 dynamial
ongurations was used in [22, 23℄. Zs seems to be largely independent of the detailed properties
of the bakground ongurations and we estimate its value to be
Zs ≥ 0.9 , (8)
whih ould lower the value of Σ1/3 by 3%. In addition, there is a nite volume orretion that
ould be rather large, up to 10-15% for Σ1/3 [21, 28℄, further dereasing the value of the ondensate.
These eets will have to be investigated but they are beyond the sope of the present paper.
The value of the ondensate in Eq.(7) is onsistent with preditions obtained on overlap dynam-
ial ongurations [23℄. The agreement further supports our observation that the rooted staggered
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ongurations are QCD like, the non-loal terms of the ation an be simply taken into aount
as lattie artifats. Of ourse to really support this statement one has to repeat the alulation at
dierent lattie spaings. Suh a study is under way and its result will be reported separately.
Finally we turn our attention to the mathing overlap mass values. Combining M and Σ we get
the values listed in the am olumn of Table II. These mathing masses are not only surprisingly
large but they do not depend linearly on the staggered masses. While the staggered quark mass
hanges a fator of four between the lightest and heaviest data sets, the mathing overlap masses
hange only 50% . This is similar to what we observed in the Shwinger model [7℄, the mathing
valene masses show an overall shift ompared to the staggered sea mass values. In addition at
very small sea quark masses, where the mathing breaks down, the valene quark masses are largely
independent of the sea quark mass values. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 of Ref. [7℄. Suh behavior
implies that staggered ongurations at small quark masses are not neessarily loser to hiral
ontinuum QCD than the heavier mass ongurations. All the omputational eorts reating light
ongurations ould be in vain, reating only ongurations with larger lattie artifats. This
might not be a problem when the data is analyzed with the whole mahinery of staggered partially
quenhed hiral perturbation theory but should be onsidered when individual onguration sets
are analyzed in mixed ation simulations. Of ourse this is only a lattie artifat and any suh
eet will disappear as the ontinuum limit is approahed.
As a nal omment we note that staggered hiral perturbation theory indiates that at leading
order the topologial suseptibility depends on the taste singlet pion [29℄. That is the heaviest of
the pseudosalars and it is quite oneivable that our mathing proedure identied a quark mass
orresponding to this pion. To test that assertion one would have to measure the overlap pion
spetrum on the staggered bakground ongurations.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied the properties of the rooted staggered ation in a mixed ation simulation using
overlap valene quarks. By omparing physial quantities that are independent of the valene quark
mass to ontinuum QCD preditions we an identify lattie artifats and study their dependene on
the lattie spaing and sea quark masses. In this work we onsidered the eigenvalue distribution of
the massless Dira operator and the distribution of the topologial harge. We ompared the former
to the universal preditions of random matrix theory and found that the systemati deviation of
the data from the preditions were omparable to quenhed and dynamial overlap simulations,
espeially at larger sea quark masses. Using the topologial harge distribution we ould identify
the mathing overlap valene quark mass value whih best desribes the staggered ongurations.
We found these mathing values to be fairly large and their dependene on the staggered sea mass
values is not onsistent with a simple linear renormalization fator. With the use of the mathing
mass we extrated the value of the hiral salar ondensate. We found that the preditions from
all of our staggered onguration sets were onsistent. These ndings indiate that at our lattie
spaing, a≈0.13 fm, and with not very light sea quarks the rooted staggered lattie ongurations
have lattie artifats similar to other lattie ation, the non-loal terms arising from the rooting
proedure an be simply onsidered as part of the uto eets. In order to show that these non-
loal terms indeed beome irrelevant in the ontinuum limit the alulation have to be repeated
at dierent lattie spaings and the saling of the lattie artifats investigated. It would also be
12
important to study in a similar manner the lattie artifats of other observables.
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